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Preface 
 
I am obsessed with my body. A fragile sack of skin transmuted virginal, violated, mucked and fucked to 
annihilation and back from the brink. It is a sinewy pile, this site of my poetics. A poetics that, despite a return 
to and deconstruction of heady polysyllabic flourish, lives in the body. The stuff of my poetics is sound. The 
internal touch I once condemned as no different than rape—the specific act of violence that both stunted and 
sped my path from adolescence to adulthood—is the thing I now consider most beautiful. The pinnacle of 
affect, the violent internal touch is the stuff of my poetics. The violent internal touch is the stuff of art; my 
poetics are tender, viscous, rooted always in physiology first and psychology second. These poems shove you to 
feeling. 
 
* * * 
When I wrote the text above, I firmly believed that to understand my poetry a reader needs first to 
understand the physiology—the phenomenology, rather—of violence. I spoke my rape narrative, 
one that tires with repetitive telling. I spoke it and I wrote it in every permutation. The event. The 
aftermath. I expanded the definition of violence to include sound and discipline, suggesting that my 
twenty years of classical musicianship constituted a prolonged micro-progressing trauma. I suggested 
that, as an eating disorder represents a slow and measured suicide, the study of classical music 
represents a violent assault “gone piecemeal.” I suggested that through daily musical infliction—
practice—the body undergoes an undoing not dissimilar to behaviors associated with post-traumatic 
stress syndrome. This research formed the basis of my first book, The Thingbody (Instar Books, 2015).  
Following that manuscript’s publication, I further mined my memory for the specific and the 
anecdotal and vestiges of the most horrific: the subtle sexual harassment, the body-shaming, the fat-
phobia, that I and so many of my musical colleagues (mostly female, but some male) endured 
became the source material for an untitled in-progress full-length collection. I was pissed, and I 
vowed to expose “those fuckers,” to rake over the proverbial coals the people I charged (fairly and 
unfairly) with gross misconduct. This manuscript was to be my flying vitriol, my revenge for the 
most difficult years of my life, until a meeting with one of its subjects in April of 2015. 
In Minneapolis, MN, for the Association of Writers and Writing Programs annual 
conference, I decided to use the opportunity to look up a few former music teachers. I called it 
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research; fingered my digital address book for petite and egregious offenders, and sent my requests. 
“The Walking Exclamation Mark” eagerly accepted my invitation and my pen was poised: I’m gonna 
get some great material, I thought. His is a front-loaded poem in the manuscript that utilizes the visual 
caesura, the utterance captured on paper, and the continued preoccupation with the (musician’s) 
body. The manuscript is also composed of information exchanged largely in confidence, privileged 
by nature of the poet’s (my) relationship to the subject. When the poem was written—sometime in 
early January of 2015—I had not spoken to “The Walking Exclamation Mark” in years. To me, he 
had wholly abstracted. No longer an artist, a working musician, a recovering gambling addict, and a 
man who loves unconditionally his three children, he was “the shit story,” “the adoption story,” “the 
walking exclamation mark.” He was redacted to sensationalism, and while I continually expressed 
discomfort with ethics of the poem, I still chose to publish his stories of struggle with anxiety and 
addiction, his tragically skewed personal relationships.  
The first night of the conference, I met “The Walking Exclamation Mark” at a bar across the 
street from “The Hall.” Fresh from a concert, viola in hand, he guided me to a table. I sat there and 
within moments of acclimating to one another with small talk, he wept the tears of a concerned 
parent. His youngest son—a boy I remember as a precocious and artistically-inclined six year old—
was diagnosed at age 18 with bipolar disorder following a psychotic break. That night, my mentor 
asked for my advice as someone who had “been through it” as “a survivor” of total breakdown and 
self-injury.  
Over a glass of wine, I described my recovery practice, my skills, the necessity of supportive 
parents. As we parted ways he said, “You’re a gift. Because of you, I know my son will be okay.” In 
this moment of generosity and reciprocality, I knew that I needed to further interrogate a 
manuscript already problematized. Such is the genesis of the remaining pages of the full-length—“a 
play in verse” titled Hocket—not included here due to constraints of time and length. 
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The text that follows stands on its own: the poems presented do, in absolute earnest, strive 
to present personalities both rich and flawed. These are poems. Neither non-fiction nor memoir, Fear 
of Inclement Weather is an artwork with content observed, borrowed, mimicked, and arranged. That 
said, I find it—for myself and my readers—imperative to mention Hocket and my continued ethical 
conflict. My interaction with “The Walking Exclamation” reminded me that beyond personalities 
and stories deconstructed and recombined, these people are real-life friends. Though I believe these 
poems tells a truth that needs to be told (western classical music is anything but a rococo cakewalk), 
I do not take my role as poet, transcriptionist, pasticheur, and indeed, survivor, lightly. 
* * * 
 In its present form, the manuscript begins with five poems, these “irrevocable events” 
informed by Baudrillard’s theory of that which is both “symbolic and sacrificial.” Where 
Baudrillard’s point of departure is terrorism in general and 9/11 in particular, this poet-speaker’s is 
Peircian firstness in general and violence and death in particular. A fusion replete with Homeric 
epithets, a wholly sonnet not quite itself, a tribute to Moby Dick, Humanist Geography, and my 
grandmother, Catherine Sunde. These poems concern themselves with the unmediated, atemporal 
point of consciousness (firstness) and its initiating act (death, sex, violence). The self-aware poet 
asserts her presence and cache of intellectual currency in the polyphonic proem. She is a writer 
versed not only in Homer and Melville, but also in philosophers Yi-Fu Tuan and J.L. Austin; 
differential equations and conceptual mathematics. Self-consciously she sketches a lyric head for a 
narrative body always acutely aware of an audience. With aestheticized posturing, the poet-speaker 
pleads, “Please believe I’m just as smart and good as you.” Although these poems never forget their 
origins in Peircian firstness, vague allusions to Moby Dick, The Odyssey, How to Do Things With Words, 
among others, reveal a youthful, practiced yearning for approval. 
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 Though the central narrative shifts to one more specifically concerned with musicianship, 
the bodied violence, sex, and death presented in the proem softly loom. A presumed female speaker 
guides the reader through a constellation of anecdotes and associations. The visual compositions 
that verge on “field” and the speech acts that verge on performative spawn a thirty-poem universe, 
each quadrant an iteration of its binaristic “Irrevocable” progenitor. Matter and memory; scatalogical 
and cerebral; amateur and master; student and teacher; sex and death; actor and acted upon. These 
“golden cunts,” transfigured bodies, and points of no metaphysical return set the stage. 
More specifically, the same poet-speaker who refers to herself in both the first and variously-
named third person—oscillating between the two points of view as her vulnerability waxes and 
wanes—frames the collection. She is  “[Redacted],” she is “I,” she is “Daughter,” she is “Student.”  
While the proem’s rape narrative (and speaker-subject) fades to background, the omnipresent 
though subtle plea grabs primacy. “If Wishes Were Horses the Poor Would Ride” posits a central 
subject (presumed the poet-speaker) plagued by cutting utterances, memory-hung. She is the musician 
not-quite, the “failed violinist” open and poised for discipline, and the attending violent 
deconstruction. Following “Pedagogy (I),” Fear of Inclement Weather goes mobile, sporadically 
returning to the poet-[Redacted]’s central locus (“Suspension Theory,” “Your Name It Is Like the 
Light,” “The Bubble,” “Pedagogy (IV),” “The American Composer”): vignettes diverse in time and 
location circumambulate a lineage, a community, and an oral history.  
As the speaker strays from the [Redacted] described in “If Wishes Were Horses the Poor 
Would Ride,” place-names, monikers, and shared geographies (Detroit, Minneapolis, New York, 
Connecticut) emerge to assist the reader in navigating an overgrown narrative. The reader learns to 
double back, cross-referencing characters in later poems with their previous appearances. The 
manuscript takes the form of an if/then/thus logic problem: if “Wishes” is the “I” of “Pedagogy (IV)” 
then “The Thinking Musician” is a mentor to “Wishes,” thus “Wishes” is the [Redacted] of “Capital Campaign.” 
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The work of reading Fear of Inclement Weather includes deciphering individual identities in a culture of 
disappearing bodies and deindividuated selves.  
If the interaction of the [Redacted] and the proper noun asks for a reconstructive genealogy 
throughout Fear as a whole, then the visual caesurae invite reconstruction within a single poem, line, 
even syntactical chunk. While they function as a means by which to “score” the punctuation-less 
manuscript (28): 
once  an oral surgery  more than once  
the emergency room  the train station  
 
they also imply a multifaceted absence—at once poignant though relatively benign (48): 
 [Redacted] attempts to maintain friendships  with colleagues he finds “cool”   
that is to say sincere   and curious  
and once noted  with puckish poignancy that life  would be better   
would that we lived in a bubble  together safe  from all things. 
and malevolently secretive (49): 
If I had been  less cruel  would he not  
still   you know I cannot say. 
 
The caesurae—whether malevolent, benign, or somewhere in between—articulate silence: a literal 
silence as in the first example, an embodied silence (to “miss” someone) as in the second example, 
and a protective silence (to limit information) as in the third example. 
Speech, and memories of it, informs every poem in Fear of Inclement Weather. Through her 
rhetoric, the poet-speaker asks, what does it mean to utter, remember, and mis-remember? What is 
true, what is false, and what “tires” (and transfigures) “with its telling”? Throughout Fear of Inclement 
Weather the speech act punctuates each poem: some as punchlines (“The Walking Exclamation”); 
others bits of saccharine sentimentality (“Talkback”); others transcriptive (“Fluid-Pile Enchiridion,” 
“The Bubble”); others ostensibly artificial poetic constructions (“If Wishes Were Horses the Poor 
Would Ride,” “Suspension Theory,” and “Pedagogy (IV)”). In full, the fluid sense of veracity 
(according to rhetorical convention) causes the careful reader to wonder—whose truth, whose 
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stories, whose perspective? Individual voices rise and recede around the poet-speaker’s (“Airport 
Pickup,” “The End of the Second Viennese School,” and “Suspension Theory”) and Fear of Inclement 
Weather reads like section players under a single authoritative principal: unique voices, deindividuated 
through careful discipline. 
While Fear of Inclement Weather is not a specifically feminist text, the poet-speaker routinely 
engages with a binary-driven patriarchy. The poems in Fear of Inclement Weather articulate myriad 
subjugations across genders—everything from subtle derision (“Your Name It Is Like the Light”) to 
gross harassment (“Working Girl”). The poet-speaker offers standard archetypes: Fears of Inclement 
Weather’s women are pets (“Your Name It Is Like the Light”), sluts (“Working Girl”), “ball-busters” 
(The Thinking Musician”), victims (“The Edwardian Situation (II)”), lushes (“Pedagogy (II)”), and 
vessels (“Ladies”). In similarly sexist depictions, the male subjects are agents, actors able to dictate 
their own—constructive and destructive—unfolding (“Gentlemen,” “Fluid-Pile Enchiridion,” “The 
Walking Exclamation Mark”). Although on its surface, the pattern might suggest that the institutions 
of classical music damage women, the larger implication is, in fact, that institutions of classical music 
damage everyone. That this poet-speaker cannot sway from traditional gender roles in her poeticized 
character sketches evinces a deeply reified binary. Further, the only character who strays from the 
heterosexual, heteronormative imaginary (“Pedagogy IV”) is punished with his own death; the poet-
speaker rhetorically undone by the events of poem (49): 
and sure okay  now  I see it   20/20   
but Christ     for this one  
inadequacy of idioms    staggers   
blows  chunks  fucking  ferocious.  
 
 
 
Fear of Inclement Weather closes with a the titular summation (“Fear of Inclement Weather” 51-55) that 
recalls the sex, death, and bodies of the proem and genealogical puzzles, absences, utterances, and 
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gender roles in the central text. “Fear of Inclement Weather” navigates the body. In five parts, the 
poet-speaker describes the disciplined musician’s body:  
drawing the bow  forward  and back  through multiple planes  
rather than maintaining repeated contact  with a single vertex 
while the left hand  shifts up dramatically   
toward the nose  and down again.  
 
a death and its reverberating absence: 
Days later  while [Redacted] performed  something  
somewhere  on the Atlantic Coast 
Bela Bartok died   
leaving the concerto unfinished raw and somewhat   unplayable. 
 
a body organized in time and space to the point of Baudrillardian anti-death prosthesis: 
A kind of bionic man of the viola [Redacted]  
taught at the Curtis Institute  for some fifty years and continues  even now  
to take   new students.  
 
a body in transcendence:  
his playing lacks affectation deception 
and in its dedication  to the musical ideal  it is nearly  Platonic. 
 
and the fallout of a body uncomfortably sexualized:  
not knowing quite how to interact   
give this   precious document cased in crinkling reliquary  
inscribed by [Redacted] bearing ghosted marks of [Redacted]  
to his most dedicated  female student  [Redacted]. 
 
I once wrote that my poetry is exclusively one of the body. Today, I would further qualify this 
statement with the proverbial post-structuralist patron saint of Fear of Inclement Weather, Jean 
Baudrillard: “The screen of our images […] are at once too close and too far away: too close to be 
true […] and too far away to be false (to embody the collusive distance of artifice). They thus create 
a dimension that is no longer quite human, an excentric dimension corresponding to the 
depolarization of space and the indistinctness of the bodily forms of expression.”1 My poetry is not 
                                                   
1 Baudrillard, Jean, and James Benedict. The Transparency of Evil: Essays on Extreme Phenomena. London: Verso, 2009. 62 
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only of the body, it is—by this embodied nature—a form of resistance. By engaging the speech act, 
reified gender constructions, sexed bodies, transcendent bodies, bodies in firstness, Fear of Inclement 
Weather resists the culture from which it comes. There is still much to do: the bodies represented in 
Fear of Inclement Weather remain incomplete, but just as my poet-speaker body evolves and changes, 
so too will the manuscript. What follows is an offering, a snapshot of anger: a reality lived, mulled, 
and problematized. Memory, speech, action, absence, and yes, music. 
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“It is all about death, not only about the violent irruption of death in real time […] but the irruption 
of a death which is far more than real: a death which is symbolic and sacrificial—that is to say, the 
absolute, irrevocable event.” – Jean Baudrillard, The Spirit of Terrorism  
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IRREVOCABLE EVENTS 
 
1. 
 
Brave Odysseus far from home as seas  
of sand were turned to glass turned to glass the 
superheated sand: July 16, 1945. Brave Odysseus  
far from home, flung far from Sunny Ithaca.  
Far flung from home at craggy Ogygia  
Brave Odysseus pacified, slept in nymphal 
limbs far from home from Sunny Sunny 
Ithaca. Odysseus was far from sand superheated  
revealed by Dawn her rosered fingers now curdled 
now curdled as seas of sand superheated turned 
to glass. Shone in curdled dawn at dawn shone  
isotopes in bodies irrevocable now unrecognizable. 
To flung Odysseus brave and far, Shining Brightly  
Athena speaks you will not know it when you return.  
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2. 
 
The day it was cold very cold and damp  
Michigan fall sleet city orbiting Detroit  en route  
to wintry mix slaps wet wet but not hard. 
The day it was cold  was to you banal as pie. 
Five years past the day  very cold I thought  
I’d honor   you the day  it was  cold  
honor it with remembrance but then 
not:  I forget  the hour  just as it slips  
once recorded   as utterance in poetry    
on asymptotes   the nearly there  &  
not quite  &  almost if possible text   
on asymptotes   I forget: the cold  
the very day  it was cold and quiet  
morning gently approaching axis x.  
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3. 
 
Insert yourself en scéne.   The tale: Untouched and Lover. 
 
       Face veneered   sparkle painted  
though not   yet plucked.   
       
Enter  Untouched.  
 
She is virgin-flat  bonded switch below 
 a cartoon moon. 
Enter   Lover. 
Untouched thinks  herself  
no longer   begotten 
     gasps: 
O Lover! Come pair with me and when  
our fingers fast and suckling lips attune  
my hair undone and bra askew I'll croon! 
  
She winces  slow receives 
     O God!  
 
Lover  slips and sweats.  So wet. 
Unzipped  refreshed   by sweet  
by his   sour scent  
goo   as polished   pebble 
airborne     inverse  
rivulet.  
     It streaks. 
 
Now but  now and now    forget  
after   fluid      flows  
inevitable   regret:  
 
You are   your sex.  
         
Coming  soon     forget  
  affront:  
You have a golden cunt! 
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4. 
 
The metaphor I love    it is like this: 
We are mariners on a sea. 
Below deck bored and  
surviving.     We are suffocating. 
 
Vast and warring  
waters surround 
yet we know only   telltales  
candled flicker    in mildewed plank. 
 
The metaphor     it is like this: 
it goes from  
mariners to  
majesty     it goes from 
the aching to 
      the unbounded  
above. 
 
The metaphor I love    it is like this: 
assures an answer   aching unbounded 
     majesty above. 
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5. 
 
As a child I thought  
death throes was   death throws. 
 
Thought     death was 
throwing limbs  
through sheets.  
      
I thought death throes was  death throws 
until the chaplain   explained it. 
      
She gave me a book that  
spoke death as transition:  a tiny thing  
     center-stapled  
     squared not quite  
     octavo-sized. 
 
The text read "e" "s"   not "w" "s". 
 
Turns out     death throws is 
Death throes:    single iterant of 
     body’s fitful shut. 
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I. 
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IF WISHES WERE HORSES THE POOR WOULD RIDE (I) 
 
[Redacted] began playing violin at age 10 comparatively late  
to the company she’d keep  later in life. 
The daughter of a poet/postal accountant   
and a trained   though not practicing actress  
[Redacted] felt   from a tender age  
an obligation to succeed  as a musician  at all costs.  
Although talented and bright  she would spend  her entire life  
attempting to compensate  for lost time  and inadequate  
technical facility or  “chops”  in musician parlance. 
[Redacted] auditioned for music school at age 16   
after only a year  of private lessons.  
Not surprisingly  she was summarily  and swiftly  rejected. 
After a preliminary audition  at Northwestern University [Redacted]  
an esteemed pedagogue and Bienen School professor   went so far  
as to call [Redacted]’s parents  to a meeting   
to shame them  saying something  like:   
 
If only   you had sent her   to me  when she  was three 
she could have been  a great  soloist. 
But now  she’ll have to quit   anything else  would be  a waste.    
But don’t worry   she seems smart  maybe  she could be a doctor. 
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IF WISHES WERE HORSES THE POOR WOULD RIDE (II) 
 
In a timely  though not uncommon switch   
for failed violinists  such as herself 
[Redacted] began playing the viola at age 17  under the tutelage  
of [Redacted]  a graduate of the Juilliard School  and Yale University.  
Once described as a “walking exclamation mark”  [Redacted]  
supervised  what he termed  “Viola Bootcamp.”  
[Redacted] was to learn  the totality of etudes  by D.C. Dounis  
a notorious and controversial figure  in string pedagogy.  
Wishing nothing other than to overcome  childhood deficiencies  
[Redacted] dutifully practiced   the carpal-busting etudes responsible  
according to numerous anecdotes  for more than one   
career-ending  injury. 
 
On lesson days  [Redacted] allotted  an extra thirty minutes  
to her travel time.  This surplus provided her  
a temporal window  within which to excise  in a gas station  
bathroom on the corner of 56th and France  Minneapolis 
the anxiety  that manifested as nausea   
and culminated  in vomit.  
The ritual concluded with a purchase  of gum  
tic-tacs  altoids  or the like an attending necessity   
for her arrival at the lesson  moments later  
flush-faced mint-tinged depleted  and faint.  
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PEDAGOGY (I) 
 
Contraption  came from  cardboard out back 
 
pins from Grandmother’s sacred sewing box  
pins from a tomato  a sawdust-filled strawberry 
 
ten-gauge steel wire 
in Father’s shop that necessitated the use 
 
of Grandfather’s needle-nose pliers  
an heirloom  Father once gifted  to Daughter. 
 
Teacher designed  diagrams and Father   
heartfelt  Father helped Daughter  
 
construct  Contraption   
while Mother refused to assist. 
 
The steel brace encumbered the left hand just so 
 
wrapped  round the wrist 
 
prevented  pronation of radius and ulna 
 
buttressed on three sides  the flimsy cardboard topping. 
 
The crux of the thing was not so much this brace 
not so much the stabilization  of bones flip-flopping. 
 
The crux of the thing really was Grandmother’s pins 
perfectly aligned for pedagogically-sanctioned discomfort. 
 
Contraption caressed the hand 
a cardboard shelf of little pricks 
 
trained Daughter’s fingers 
no higher  than knuckle. 
 
Diligent Daughter practiced daily bound by Contraption.   
Caring Father Mother noticed not near stand blood-blotted tissue. 
 
Teacher said  you’ll never learn without pain. 
Most people use razor blades  
but I suppose we’ll try the pins  
first and hope for the best.  
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THE EDWARDIAN SITUATION (I) 
  
[Redacted] was orphaned at age 8.  
His parents tragically expired   when the family business   
a restaurant  bar  and nightclub   burned to bric-a-brac  ash-pile.  
[Redacted] survived   with little.  
Where he went for care and shelter  immediately following this disaster  is unknown.  
In the subsequent years  [Redacted] expressed near-savant ability    
in both music  and mathematics but as is often the case   
with prodigious promise [Redacted]’s gifts  were scattered.  
He lacked the discipline for either field  and as a violist   his chosen instrument  
his technique  seriously  lagged.  
When [Redacted] auditioned for university study  he was accepted  
on straightforward  if restrictive terms. 
He would play no chamber music  sonatas  or new music.  
He would be confined   to the back  of the viola section  
quarantined  like an eighteenth-century leper.  
He would live in a Tudor-style mansion  with his teacher  and her husband  
[Redacted] now professors in Northwestern’s  Bienen School of Music. 
His eight-hour practice sessions  would be   
methodically  monitored. 
The agreement was simple  actually   
[Redacted] would devote  
his late-adolescence  to study  in exchange  for a future  
as a performer and pedagogue  a carefully crafted   duplicate 
fully broken able  and poised. 
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THE EDWARDIAN SITUATION (II) 
 
Prior to her three-year appointment  with the [Redacted] Symphony Orchestra 
and her present  semi-permanent residency  in central Michigan  
[Redacted] spent time   in Toronto.  
You see despite a successful audition  for the violin studio   
at [Redacted] University not to mention  her unquestioned 
virtuosity [Redacted]  was not permitted to matriculate   
due to insufficient scores  on the TOEFL exam. 
Due to her storied talent a compromise  was reached.  
[Redacted] would live in Toronto with her intended teacher  
and re-apply  for academic study  the following year. 
The agreement was simple  actually   
help  with a few household chores in exchange  for room and board  
ESL courses  and a politically invaluable  mentorship. 
Months into the arrangement  original promises  remained unfulfilled [Redacted]  
received  no linguistic instruction  and her lessons  were few and far between.  
Though in point of fact  this was for much the better   
as [Redacted] had little  time or energy to practice  following grueling   
fourteen-hour days  of innumerable  domestic  tasks   
including thrice daily  meal preparation from shopping to clean-up. 
The Edwardian situation  escalated slow   yet consistent   over time. 
[Redacted] was eventually  forbidden  to call home or leave the house   
save a weekly  accompanied reprieve  to grocery shop. 
It was during one of these outings  that [Redacted] escaped  her servitude 
turned down  an aisle  baking  paper products  canned vegetables  
fled  leaving behind   her violin  
and assorted though not specified personal mementos.
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THE WALKING EXCLAMATION MARK 
 
[Redacted] chose not to meet his birth mother  no 
the moment of location was met with anomie  
shock and gratitude.  Rather than a letter    
or photographs  of his children [Redacted] sent several  
of his chamber music   recordings reviews  
of various prominent performances  and his curriculum vitae. 
 
As a teen [Redacted] attended  [Redacted] Preparatory alongside   
the now-famous  violin soloist   [Redacted]. 
Indeed  [Redacted] was being groomed  for a complementary career.  
However  at the moment  of collegiate matriculation he rebelled  
left  the iconic New York   conservatory   
pursued a degree in  comparative literature at Yale University  
a pointed attack on  and deep disappointment for   
his mentor    at [Redacted] Prep. 
 
Before he won  his section position  in the [Redacted] Orchestra 
[Redacted]  self-described as  “fucked by my own craziness.” 
Days before all previous  life-making auditions 
he changed  every fingering  every bowing for the thrill of it for  
the satisfaction of  his most self-destructive  desires 
the iteration  of a deep-seeded fear   of success. 
 
In a pattern not uncommon  for this sort of performer [Redacted] battled  
debilitating stage fright   for much  of his career. 
After years of study  private coaching with the foremost  experts  
in this type  of anxiety his best  most efficacious advice  
to students who similarly  suffered  went something like   
“if you get nervous just squeeze your hands together  
hard as you can like you’re taking  a huge shit.” 
 
[Redacted] is hyperbole personified  and his playing  thusly similar.  
He shifts  gleefully  Kreisler-esque    
in gestures indicative of his Franco-Belgian lineage   
ostensibly reckless   though paradoxically  accurate  deeply expressive. 
Detractors describe his musicianship   as “fat-man-plays-violin”  
that is to say slovenly crass undisciplined and insecure.  
In truth   it is near-divinely embodied   a testament 
knowing though not without its irrepressible irreverence.  
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Votre âme est un paysage choisi 
Que vont charmant masques et bergamasques 
Jouant du luth et dansant et quasi 
Tristes sous leurs déguisements fantasques. 
 “YOUR NAME IT IS LIKE THE LIGHT”  
 
[Redacted] was born in Uzbekistan 
sometime mid-century  1952  or possibly earlier. 
He studied with members of the [Redacted] Quartet and later taught  
at the [Redacted] Conservatoire  and the [Redacted] Academy in Tel Aviv. 
He married his sonata partner   [Redacted]  and asks her to play  
with those students  who cannot afford to pay   a pianist. 
On Tuesday mornings  at approximately 10am  he requests  
that his 9am lesson  fetch for him the skim milk latte  
(two packets of Splenda). 
When he opens his mouth to voice this desire  his studio colors   
in cigars  tartar  and Listerine (though really  maybe simply  
some faunae  in black  putrefaction). 
He often drives his students  to doctor’s appointments  
once  an oral surgery  more than once  
the emergency room  the train station  
and a rock and roll concert in Detroit. 
He routinely sweats  through several shirts  in a single day  of teaching. 
As a result  his wife  [Redacted] packs  
neatly folded button-ups  instead  of lunches. 
He believes women are not suited  to be performers  
but  likes the bodies  in the outfits  always looking  so nice. 
[Redacted] speaks English  with Italian grammar  
and once asked  if Debussy was my namesake.    
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SUSPENSION THEORY (The Banff Centre Masterclasses) 
 
Tunnel Mountain is not a mountain 
more of a foothill   really   
nothing to write home about 
but it feels like a movie set  if you’ve never before topped a peak 
quasi-simulated crispness  and every bit of decay   in perfect pile. 
Tunnel Mountain has a precipice not too terribly steep 
but enough  to warrant a guard rail  three feet tall and change. 
One might climb Tunnel Mountain   or rather hike it 
one might do so  to experience nature  etcetera 
but really one climbs it 
for the precipice  overlooking the most earth-bound   of the Canadian Rockies.  
There at the precipice   that is 
you can see all manner of resorts  for the rich pseudo-rustic chalets 
you can see even  Lake Louise  
pristine waters   like   all the cliches     
r.e.  immaculate mountain vistas wilderness godheads  etcetera.  
You can see it  the glob  gleaming cyan  from the precipice 
you can see it   and when you jump 
when you circumvent the safeties 
precautions set by park rangers  endorsed by various virtuosi  
you can touch it. 
But instead  instead 
you call your mother a nation away  and you say  “I’m sad 
I’m looking at Lake Louise and I’m going to do it  there is no one here 
I’m going to touch that lake and all it would take to break is me 
lifting leg  over leg  body over barrier 
over arbitrary   divide.” 
 
tumble thump   crack crack ricochet etcetera 
 
I climbed to the top of Tunnel Mountain  and I almost jumped 
thought I could  touch that lake  thought I could 
and make martyr  etc. 
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II.  
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FLUID-PILE ENCHIRIDION 
 
“I look at drivers on the freeway as I pass fast  on the left;  
 consider the quantity of waste produced by just one. Just think  
of it—the sheer amount of shit and urine and cum by just one.” 
 
A native of South Minneapolis   [Redacted] graduated  
from the University of Minnesota  where he was a pupil   
of the respected  though personally and professionally    
malicious  [Redacted] author  [Redacted]. 
 
Make yourself a wretch and do everything according to rule. 
 
Throughout this academic career [Redacted] maintained    
markedly defective relationships with his colleagues musical  
and otherwise  often thrusting  his detrimental   corporeal  
preoccupation  upon friends and artistic collaborators  alike. 
 
If the companion is impure he who keeps her company becomes likewise impure. 
 
More specifically [Redacted] perniciously pitted person    
on person  to tap taught  insecurities   and aggravate   
the body-hating culture  oh so very latent   
in circles  of western classical performers.  
 
The body is weak and subject to the restraint and the power of others. 
 
[Redacted] found his fluid-pile existence  disgusting and indeed   
this self-loathing  culminated in bulimia  obsessive  
practicing  and a pattern of quick shifting  polarity   
twixt Stoicism   and out-and-out  hedonism. 
 
It is the mark of degeneracy to spend much time on the things which concern the body. 
 
A voracious reader  [Redacted] applied  his disordered single- 
mindedness to consuming  the philosophical canon  in its entirety.  
Presumably his dedication to the ascetic ideal  remains total. 
 
Your whole soul will be nothing at all if one thing after another pleases you. 
  
[Redacted]’s  guilt-burden is sizable  and as such impels him   
to destroy  those for whom  he cares most.  
 
Expect all advantage and harm from yourself. 
 
At present  he lives with  his wife and son  in East St. Paul  
and teaches violin  from his home. 
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THE THINKING MUSICIAN (I) 
  
[Redacted] describes herself   as one of   
the greatest  violin pedagogues   of her generation.  
She is devoted  to a one-woman crusade   
intent  upon rescuing   
“old style” violin playing  and its accompanying  
caste  the thinking musician    
from lamentable obscurity. 
 
In her home  [Redacted] devotes the entirety   
of an eight-foot bookcase  to Remembrance of Things Past  
numerous editions  of the Moncrieff   
attending criticism  and select biographies. 
Despite her love of the text  she refuses to consider  
the newly released  and much-lauded  Prendergast. 
 
If she spoke  Italian  modal verbs  in conditional tenses  would account  
for approximately  eighty percent of her speech.  
In other words  [Redacted] thinks  
she  should have a more prestigious job   
you  should go to Curtis (or if you must  Juilliard)  
and  
we   should premiere a duet   at Darmstadt   
prior to vacationing together  in Ankor Wat   
and various  unspecified   
Micronesian beaches. 
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THE THINKING MUSICIAN (II) 
 
With respect to the playing itself  [Redacted] ascribes  
to a “might makes right” philosophy   though would never  
admit  to doing so. 
She idolizes mid-century violinists  such as [Redacted] 
her former teacher (himself a student  of Carl Flesch  
and colleague of Furtwängler) 
and holds fast  to the thought   that none living   
can approximate  the greatness  of the dead.  
 
[Redacted] embraces the idiosyncrasies   
of aged virtuosi  to an absurd  extreme 
and in spite  of her Franco-Belgian beginnings   
she has adopted  an extreme iteration   
of a Russian-style  hyper-pronated  bow arm. 
As such it is only through forceful cajoling   
that [Redacted] produces  a limited spectrum of sound   
made unique  only by its self-similitude and one-dimensionality. 
 
This racked method  is transmitted 
to [Redacted]’s most promising  students 
and when these pupils  encounter  a legitimate pedagogue  
Russian or otherwise 
they are met  with disbelief and gawking  derision.   
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PEDAGOGY (II) 
 
You have to eat she says how can you play? 
If you are hungry you have to  eat  she says. 
 
Student slouched  listened in leather  
chair mid-century Danish second 
course a green salad dressing paste made  
salt garlic pepper and parm oil vinegar whisk to emulsion. 
 
You have to eat she says how 
can you  play if you are hungry? 
 
Student transferred to table  dining table 
from every iteration  each apartment slash job  
throughout Midwest region now   and unsurprisingly    
covered in crap papers  scraps    
 
books and pens. Main serves 
Ma po tofu  whole mushrooms over 
rice onions quartered not diced suction-packed fermented  
black beans to taste  discard peppers  prior to consumption. 
 
She says eat you have to eat you’re so thin 
How can you   play violin when you’re   so tiny? 
 
You need  more wine she says  
Szeryng recorded all of Bach—  
I’m sure you know this story— she says  
Szeryng would only record  Bach   
after two bottles  of vodka.  
I know it  to be true  
my friend’s  colleague’s  teacher’s  teacher  was there. 
 
If you want to be a great  musician  
you need to learn  to drink and if you  don’t eat  
if you’re so tiny  then you can’t   hold it. 
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LADIES 
 
[Redacted] died in a plane crash only a few years after winning  
the Henryk Wieniawski International Violin Competition. 
With her in the fated cabin her brother and sonata partner  
the boxer Marcel Cerdan rumored to be   Edith Piaf’s lover  
and forty eight others  dearly   departed. 
Her entire discography  is available  on a set of four  LPs 
that includes the Brahms and Sibelius violin concerti 
lyrical miniatures  by Fritz Kreisler and Josef Suk   
Debussy’s  violin sonata  and the Tzigane   
a virtuosic showpiece   by Maurice Ravel. 
Among collectors and connoisseurs  this remaining document   
of [Redacted]’s playing is prized  considered   unparalleled.  
Often  these same  discriminating audiophiles describe  her as a great   
“lady-virtuoso” distinguished  
from her contemporaries [Redacted]  [Redacted] and [Redacted] 
by her warmth  unbridled passion  and capability to embrace   
her public with a supple  sonic  touch. 
According to lore transmitted   from witness to press 
to public  when her body was found  
among the wreckage she was still clutching    
her Stradivarius holding it “like an infant.”  
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GENTLEMEN 
 
[Redacted]  served as concertmaster  
of the Berlin Philharmonic between the years 1929  and 1934 
under Wilhelm Furtwängler an iconic interpreter  of Beethoven. 
Prior to this appointment he spent several years in Dresden   
at the behest of his teacher Carl Flesch. 
According to popular legend and  more formal oral histories  passed    
from teacher  to student  and back again 
it was through the heroism of the violist  Paul Hindemith   
a close friend   and chamber music partner 
that [Redacted] escaped  the gruesome reality  
of post-Weimar Nazi warcrimes. 
Though this has yet to be verified  by any reliable source. 
From 1942 to 1945 [Redacted] was detained in Java   
where he was considered  a prisoner  of war. 
This three-year internment appears in his obituary  
as nothing more  than a footnote. 
His Brahms sonatas  recorded with [Redacted] 
evince   the desperation  into which he so gracefully tapped. 
That is to say the space round the notes  like  the field round the body   
is sacred  active  ether or ever-stalking  nothing  
the that which comes prior and or   is left behind.  
To the present day  his disciples speak still  of “Mr. [Redacted]”   
and lament wistful their once limited now expired  
contact  with the great violinist   pedagogue and person.  
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THE SARTORIALIST 
 
For a recent performance  of Tchaikovsky’s  Souvenir de Florence 
[Redacted] donned  a white  silk  tunic.  
Even under the glow  of minimal stage lighting  
the garment  took on an explosive sheen.   
It forced his chamber music partners  into temporary blindness  and had also  
the unpleasant consequence  of disorienting audience members  
unfortunate enough  to sit  in the front row. 
 
Years prior when [Redacted] arrived in the States  
to study with [Redacted]  or rather  “[Redacted]”   
at the Manhattan School he sat  with the same bravado   
at the back  of the New York Phil viola section. 
In response the players he supplanted  posed  
with somewhat diluted  vitriol  
Who the hell is this kid  taking my gig? 
 
Indeed  [Redacted] went on to establish himself as a charismatic  
hotshot  sought after  soloist   chamber musician and clinician. 
Though really  [Redacted] is known as an ego 
with big hands  and a small   
viola. 
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WORKING GIRL  
 
[Redacted] coolly approached  
the podium   
I thought  you might like   to see these  
she said   
as she placed   
precariously adjacent   
an Urtext score  
of Mahler 4 marked to perfection 
her iPhone lit  unlocked  vulnerable  even. 
The conductor tapped and swiped  grimaced in rosed face  
as he read  the left-justified  “from” column  
authored by his male colleague  the then-present concertmaster. 
The acts  addressed to [Redacted] were described   
in digital shorthand rendered  as follows   
 
Want 2 fuck u  thinking of yr hot wet pussy suck my dick  
dirty whore  put me in yr mouth my head bt yr thighs  I’ll lick yr cunt  
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PEDAGOGY (III) 
 
At initial  interpretation [Redacted]’s dis 
pleasure  
(for the assignment Arthur Honegger’s viola sonata of 1920  
evinced an affront an unfavorable assessment  
of her technical prowess) 
was obvious prompted her teacher [Redacted] to flail   
in guttural utterance  “What  is wrong with you 
it is a touch. Play it  a touch  a caress I show you how.”  
Neither explication nor technical terms pressure 
angle and width  of vibrato  
[Redacted] heard  
nothing  nothing of the sort rather  
felt  gentle warmth  at the small  
of her back  fabric  lightly  
depressed  by five  calloused  tips. 
“I show you how like this”   
 
Technically it’s simple plays as so much  post-war haze 
requiring of its agent   a Jungian channel:  
ancestral memories of Parisian opium dens. Musically it’s 
a “teaching” piece   effete sensualist and unsubstantial 
given to students not adequately mature  
not enough interpretively adept  
to tackle  work of Paul Hindemith Johannes Brahms 
these most sacred canonical bits.  
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CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 
 
The funds accompanying [Redacted]’s first job 
adjunct faculty at [Redacted] rank-and-file player in the [Redacted] Symphony  
summing more than she’d ever seen after years of graduate school  
were allocated  to the purchase  
of sixty-five dollar rye whiskey  the finest pu-erh 
fleur de sel and various  assorted artisanal salts. 
At first Maldon gold and flaked spiked with truffle 
shipped special  from a culinary boutique in Portland.   
She explored a plethora of mountain salts Himalayan pink 
Hawaiian black  only to return safely  to a respectable Breton variety. 
[Redacted] believed her status a working girl musician 
finally paid for her toil deserved ostentatious flair a mark 
of the first steps in an ascent to the bourgeois.  
In truth her extravagance 
was anchored in Bandura bobo doll modeling  a stretch  
designed to emulate her most trusted advisor  
the so-called self-described “thinking musician” the wished-for   
indoctrination  to the particular class of artist   
lousy with donors guarantors and the like.  
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AIRPORT PICKUP 
 
So um  you  
studied composition with [Redacted]? 
I can’t even imagine what that was  
like. You know I learned the sonata well 
tried to learn it it is so  damn-ass hard. 
I thought about programming   Poeme Symphonique 
pour 100 Metronomes  on a recital but 
do you have any idea how hard it is to find one hundred 
old-timey metronomes  clacking still? 
I read somewhere that [Redacted]  loved the harpsichord 
because it was like a terrifying machine  like these layers of sound 
some  sort of device machination  
of that recurring dream he writes about  like you know   
the one  in his bedroom  with the spider-webs  thick 
so thick and everything’s layered   like trapped  
in sticky gossamer  bondage.  
Have you seen the Youtube video of that harpsichord piece 
Continuum where the mime 
plays it   and then like shushes the audience 
at the end? I love it I posted it on Facebook  
though I’m not sure anyone   
really appreciated it as much as I  
said student nervous  
in stuttering 
utter. 
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TALKBACK 
 
In the spring  of his one hundred and second year Elliott Carter  
visited the University of Minnesota for a celebration.  
A festival  an honorary doctorate  a performance 
of selections from his eighty-year oeuvre  
by the university  symphony. 
 
The conservatory students asked to master Carter’s trademark 
metric modulation and hard-as-nails tone rows  developed  
an unwarranted hatred  of the man  and his music.   
From them  emerged  
the hocketted chorus resounding  antiphonal:   
 
Sounds like   bop-fart-squeak    bullshit. 
Fuck this.   Fuck Carter.   Fuck him  
    and fuck  his fucking   music. 
 
The final concert  came and went  
Carter mounted treacherous stage stairs  
to accept his degree  oblivious  
to this rancorous chorus still thick in air.  He ascended down-stage right 
greeted  each orchestral member   
en route to the podium  down-stage center. 
Upon reaching  the so-called   inner-circle 
he gifted grandfatherly kisses  handshakes 
and if memory serves a single tear 
in appreciation  for the principal players  of each section. 
 
The expression  living legend living history living 
link oft applied to Carter:  at the time  
of his death  he had been witness to 
Schoenberg gone serial gone Hollywood gone. 
Stockhausen  recalled  to cosmic providence. 
100 metronomes  clicking Gyorgy Ligeti in memoriam. 
 
During one of the many receptions talkback sessions the composer 
iterated  weariness  unmistakable: 
when asked  about his education in Paris 
under Boulanger  
the association with Copland Ives and Stravinsky 
 
in brow-beaten  black-bile melancholy spoke 
“all my friends  are dead.” 
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THE AMERICAN COMPOSER 
 
In patrician circles Charles Ives might be better 
known for his contributions to estate planning. He sold 
insurance demonstrated a remarkable acumen for the field 
though in music school we learned about Ives 
the composer under the heading:  “American Original.” 
 
Approaching the fin-de-siecle Ives studied composition 
at Yale   with the formalist Horatio Parker. 
The latter’s aesthetic sensibility  one espoused  
to the “nationalist” idiom   is clearly felt especially 
in the first quartet of the former itself  
a pastiche of hymns and popular songs. 
 
Ives’  avant-garde sensibility evolved over the subsequent 
thirty years  four symphonies one additional string quartet 
songs and various works for chamber ensembles until 
or so the story goes Ives succumbed to his temperament 
an episode legendary  if dubious  apocryphal. 
 
What Ives referred to as “heart attacks” were in truth 
nervous reactions psychological not physiological 
distress  evasively named protection 
of the composer’s fragile masculinity himself neither  
equipped nor prepared to describe such “effeminate hysterics.” 
 
It was in the midst  of one such  “attack”  
that the aforementioned episode 
 wherein Ives turned to his wife Harmony  
spoke anhedonic  off-the-cuff:  nothing  sounds good anymore  
occurred. One might however  argue that nothing  
sounded good  in the first place.   
 
In the end Ives left a tidily prepared inheritance 
an augment to his catalogue  band music hodgepodged precisely  
dovetailed  as if the Shakers   went cubist.  
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THE END OF THE SECOND VIENNESE SCHOOL 
 
Curfew time Mittersill  
15 September 1945: 
series-obsessed 
Anton Webern  dies  
at the hands  
of an American soldier  shot 
point-blank in the throat 
for nothing 
mere misunderstanding 
mistaken as Nazi 
sympathizer. 
 
Curfew time Mittersill 
15 September 1945: 
series-obsessed 
Anton Webern  dies 
at the hands 
of an American soldier  shot 
point-blank in the throat 
for nothing 
his  enjoyment  
of contraband  
cigars. 
 
Curfew time Mittersill 
15 September 1945: 
series-obsessed 
Anton Webern  dies 
    shot 
point-blank 
for nothing.  
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SMALL LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE 
 
[Redacted] once enrolled  
in a musicology  survey   
taught by [Redacted] an American  
scholar  would-be wanna-be composer alumni of  
a small liberal arts college he’d say  
a small liberal arts college on the east coast  he’d say 
in Boston he’d say a small liberal arts college  
in Cambridge   more exactly.    
Maybe    
you’ve heard  
of it. 
After his time  at the un-named  east coast   
institution  of higher learning [Redacted] 
found himself in France  among  Nadia Boulanger’s  
American circle by all accounts  the ugly kid-cousin  
to Charles Ives’ artistic descendants  Aaron Copland  
Elliott Carter and Virgil Thompson.  
The insight accrued in this brush  
with Parisian   greatness  
imparted  
to absorbent  students  such as  
[Redacted]  thusly goes “listening  
to Poulenc is like pissing lemonade.”  
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THE BUBBLE  
for I.C. 
  
[Redacted] teaches   approximately  sixty  hour-long  
violin lessons per week  and practices until 1 a.m.  nearly every day.  
 
Manifestations vary but may include the following symptoms 
 
Many of his advanced pupils  go on to attend  prestigious east-coast institutions  
of higher learning and when queried about their success   he most usually remarks  
“We worked hard.  I hope she/he does well there.” 
 
Abdominal organ sacs swell and inevitably burst: dough in a pressure-packed spiral 
 
Not yet indoctrinated   to American  Neo-Victorian frigidity  
one of his five-year-old students  wrote him a note of gratitude  
that simply read   “I love you”  when what she meant   was “thank you.”  
 
Gilded sclera forms fatted crust fastened upon the eye or lipidonous golden gristle addendum 
 
At 41  [Redacted] has few  personal possessions 
a painting  authored by a family friend  a framed and autographed poster  
commemorating the Detroit release   of J Dilla’s 2003 album  Ruff Draft.   
 
Bones crumble dusty grit like dog-eared pages of first-edition Foucault—finger-twixt 
 
Books are scarce though some choice volumes   remain  
pedagogical treatises  highlights  of post-structural thought  
and a single volume  that rests  honorific  
upon [Redacted]’s bedside table and holds within  the inscription  
“My Dearest [Redacted] To read this  is to know  that you are not alone.” 
 
Neurological brain scatters distress in fits starts seizure or speech and strut staggered 
 
It is suspected   that [Redacted]  suffers from Gaucher’s Disease   
though he does his very best to keep  secret   his illness.  
When concerned friends  gently confront  [Redacted]  
about his health  and or sizable often debilitating  medical bills 
he evades deftly with either a witticism or intrapersonal freeze. 
 
Depending on onset and severity patients may live to adulthood 
 
[Redacted] attempts to maintain friendships  with colleagues he finds “cool”   
that is to say sincere  and curious  
and once noted  with puckish poignancy that life  would be better   
would that we lived in a bubble  together safe  from all things. 
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PEDAGOGY (IV)  
for G.J. 
 
He was [Redacted]’s student anyway not mine though had he not  
killed himself  had he not committed suicide if he 
was still living he would have been sent to my studio for the spring  
sequestered there  after a semester  of inadequate progress   
under [Redacted] the so-called self-described “thinking musician.” 
 
Reminded me  of myself he did and so  young  but of course  
they all did in those days I had a kind of complex rescue 
the poor souls from [Redacted] her carelessness  
for those who despite hard work or the quality of their  musicianship 
would never make  the proverbial   cut. 
 
Fall semester concluded  and weeks  
later [Redacted] phoned me from her home   
a ruined  opulence  not unlike those  
turn-of-the-millennium  Detroit interiors  artfully captured  
and for once  one lucky moment  she asked  questions: 
 
It’s not   my fault  is it? 
I did everything  for him  did I not? 
If I had been  less cruel  would he not  
still   you know I cannot say. 
 
Overriding  discomfort forced [Redacted]’s return   
to  insipid clutter: 
 
Do you want to hear how he  you know did it 
are you sure you don’t want to hear it? He was like you know  
both trans  sexual or whatever. I’m sure he did it because of that   
because those people can’t really have sex right so he was like  
probably so frustrated being around other college freshmen  
all they do is have sex. 
 
Weeks prior  I witnessed absence  apathy  and lack 
sat frittering  thumb-twiddling hoping   
he’d  drop.   [Redacted] and I we were the goddamn adults. 
And direct  clean beneath  our peaked  noses we let it go  
and sure okay  now  I see it   20/20   
but Christ     for this one  
inadequacy of idioms    staggers   
blows  chunks  fucking  ferocious. 
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FEAR OF INCLEMENT WEATHER (I) 
 
[Redacted]  favored horizontal playing. 
That is to say he preferred playing laterally across all four strings  
drawing the bow  forward  and back  through multiple planes  
rather than maintaining repeated contact  with a single vertex 
while the left hand  shifts up dramatically   
toward the nose  and down again.  
This of course  or so we can assume is the legacy of Franco-Belgian technique  
specifically that of his teacher  the great composer and virtuoso [Redacted]. 
Much of twentieth-century viola literature  was written for [Redacted]  
and as a result reflects the aforestated pragmatism  and right hand primacy.  
For example  Bela Bartok’s Viola Concerto  features extended passages of barriolage   
a pattern intended  to be executed  in arpeggiation 
wherein the left hand remains  a stable whole  each finger performing easfully 
their putted functions   rather than leaping radically   from position to position. 
While some students believe  an accurate rendering   of these oft-decried measures  
indicates vertical facility that is to say elaborate pyrotechnics of the left hand 
seasoned veterans  former students of [Redacted] and his progeny   
recognize it  as a bow-driven exercise   
or  a complex  sounding geometry 
of the right hand. 
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FEAR OF INCLEMENT WEATHER (II) 
 
On December 2nd 1949 Bela Bartok’s Viola Concerto   
premiered in Minneapolis  under the baton  of [Redacted]  
with [Redacted] the dedicatee   as viola soloist. 
In those days  the Minnesota Orchestra was the Minneapolis Symphony  
and performed at Northrop Auditorium  on campus of the University of Minnesota 
as Orchestra Hall  was not yet constructed. 
The mid-century Minnesotan intelligentsia  likely flocked 
to the central mall eager to hear   a great composer’s swansong. 
And yet  the work despaired  Bartok’s intended triumph. 
You see  Bartok left the concerto  near completion  in sketches  
pending revision on a rainy day  in September of 1945. 
[Redacted]  was to meet with Bartok 
at the composer’s upper west side apartment  en route  to an engagement in Maine. 
They planned to discuss final edits  potential technical difficulties and or  
non-idiomatic   impossibilities   
however the rendezvous never occurred [Redacted] forgot his umbrella 
and wished to avoid  the inclement weather. 
Perhaps he feared  the precipitate would crumple  the perfect crest of his fedora  
streak his overcoat  or perhaps  his viola case  was piped  with suede. 
Days later  while [Redacted] performed  something  
somewhere  on the Atlantic Coast 
Bela Bartok died   
leaving the concerto unfinished raw and somewhat   unplayable. 
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FEAR OF INCLEMENT WEATHER (III) 
 
A kind of bionic man of the viola [Redacted]  
taught at the Curtis Institute  for some fifty years 
until his dear departure in June of 2015. 
He succeeded his teacher the great viola virtuoso [Redacted]  
in this position  and disseminates  the Franco-Belgian tradition 
to which this mentor  adhered. 
[Redacted]’s students rank  among the best violists  in the world 
many of them   hold prestigious positions   
in the so-called “top five” orchestras. 
While his legacy as a pedagogue  is uncontested   unrivaled  monolithic 
the realities of [Redacted] as teacher  especially in his later years 
include lesson-long naps  on the studio chaise 
and a marked disinterest  in his pupils’  public performances. 
One such instance occurred with respect to [Redacted]’s student [Redacted] 
now principal violist  of [Redacted]. 
In the midst of performing  the Bartok Viola Concerto 
[Redacted]’s A string snapped   dry plunk  thump  it went. 
Even at the tender age of 21  [Redacted] behaved  as a consummate professional 
and continued unimpeded  playing  the extended passagework  
in the highest positions on the C  G  and D strings. 
(that is to say leaping radically  from position to position)  
The morning after  [Redacted]’s Curtis Institute colleague 
and then-concertmaster  of the Philadelphia Orchestra 
approached the master-violist  
Heard your student on the radio 
(because you see  in those days Philadelphia Public Radio 
broadcast all the Curtis Institute  student recitals)  
kid sounds great  but were those really  your  fingerings? 
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FEAR OF INCLEMENT WEATHER (IV) 
 
[Redacted] won his position  as principal violist  
of [Redacted]  in 1994. 
Prior to this appointment  [Redacted] spent ten years   
as principal of [Redacted] after attending 
the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia.  
Despite these accomplishments he speaks  humbly of his past  
noting the debt owed to his mentor  [Redacted]  
and his mother  a school teacher  amateur cellist    
and resident of [Redacted]. 
His German language skills are formidable  and as such  the conductor [Redacted]  
has been known to ask him to translate expressive  
markings  in Mahler’s symphonic scores. 
[Redacted] is tempted  in these situations 
to decode the tangled Viennese cipher  into material not fit 
for mixed company. 
He maintains a small studio  at the University of [Redacted] 
where he chain-smokes  before and after  his students’ lessons  
and has  more than once  been mistaken  for a transient. 
He often acts as ringleader for section-wide  practical jokes   designed for good fun  
and based  in musical erudition.  
His “Titan” prank  is the stuff  of storied legend. 
While he is most usually  a sought chamber musician  during  
the throes of his alcoholism he lost   a great many gigs  due to  
an inability  to arrive at rehearsals  
sober  on time or  at all. 
[Redacted]’s affable nature  artistic  and personal integrity 
made the realities  of his disease   particularly tragic. 
There was no doubt  he wished to do right   by his students  colleagues and family 
however  he was often incapable of doing so and thus  until he  
sought treatment his cycle of abuse  perpetuated. 
[Redacted] believes   that the western classical musician  is an interpreter  
tasked with the faithful representation  of the provided score  and  as such 
his playing lacks affectation deception 
and in its dedication  to the musical ideal  it is nearly  Platonic. 
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FEAR OF INCLEMENT WEATHER (V) 
 
[Redacted]  was given [Redacted]’s  
copy  of the Bartok Viola Concerto  clandestinely  
on a January afternoon  in 2007  an attempted  
dead-drop rendezvous at 1111 Nicolett Avenue Minneapolis 
Orchestra Hall  or simply “The Hall.” 
The pages  some twenty-five years young were contained in a plastic bag 
likely a prophylactic measure  given the harshness  
of Minneapolis winters. 
The staples bled rust  onto the signature  crease 
and the piano part  was long lost. 
[Redacted]   was to pass through  the stage door  
that is  the entrance  on Marquette Avenue  stop  
at the security desk and ask the gatekeeper  
for the package (um  [Redacted] left  a score for me?) 
at precisely  3pm. 
She arrived dutifully at 2:55  only to find [Redacted]  chain-smoking 
in the granite courtyard adjacent frigid score  in plastic bag  
in gloved-hand  grinning  
broad  if awkward   
not knowing quite how to interact   
give this   precious document cased in crinkling reliquary  
inscribed by [Redacted] bearing ghosted marks of [Redacted] 
to his most dedicated  female student  [Redacted].  
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Arpeggiation: a chord played horizontally rather than vertically. 
 
Asymptote: the name given to the graph of y=1/x. Dividing by zero is a mathematical impossibility 
and as such, an asymptote extends horizontally to infinity with the value of x forever subject to 
infinitesimal divide.  
 
Albert Bandura: a psychologist known for his “Bobo Doll” experiment wherein children emulated 
the actions of an adult. 
 
The Banff Centre: an artist’s colony in Alberta, Canada.  
 
Barriolage: an arpeggiated pattern idiomatic to string instruments tuned in fifths (violin, viola, cello). 
The lowest string generally remains unfingered, while the remaining two or three are most 
commonly fingered as thirds or sixths. 
 
Bela Bartok: a twentieth century Hungarian composer recognized for his contributions to 
ethnomusicology. 
 
Nadia Boulanger: a minor French composer. She is better known as a pedagogue and the “mother” 
of twentieth century American music. 
 
Johannes Brahms: A nineteenth-century composer. Brahms was closely associated with Clara Wieck  
Schumann (for whom his love remained un-requited), Robert Schumann (Clara’s piano teacher and 
eventual husband), and the violinist Joseph Joachim.  
 
Elliott Carter: a twentieth century American composer, heir apparent to Charles Ives. Carter is 
perhaps best known for his string quartets and his works composed in total serialism. 
 
Clair de Lune: a poem by Paul Verlaine later used as inspiration for Claude Debussy’s Suite 
Bergamasque.  
 
Concertmaster: the first chair, first violin responsible for the entire string section. Analogous to an 
office manager. 
 
Continuum: a solo piece for harpsichord by Gyogy Ligeti. Indirectly inspired by the composer’s 
recurring childhood dream about spider webs. 
 
Aaron Copland: a twentieth century American composer known for his tonal translations of the 
American landscape. 
 
The Curtis Institute of Music: an American conservatory in Philadelphia largely considered to be the 
best music school in the world. 
 
Darmstadt: a new music festival and school in Darmstadt, Germany. 
 
D.C. “Doctor” Dounis: a controversial violinist and pedagogue known for The Artist’s Technique of 
Violin Playing. Dounis was rumored to have a secret studio covertly frequented by notable soloists 
such as Nathan Milstein & Yehudi Menuhin. 
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Epictetus’ Enchiridion: a primary text in Roman Stoicism sometimes subtitled “A Manual for Living.” 
 
Carl Flesch: a twentieth century violinist and pedagogue and author of The Art of Violin Playing. 
Widely recognized as the “father” of modern violin playing. 
 
Fingerings: because the violin & viola are tuned in fifths, there are numerous ways in which to play 
the same note. When a string player references her “fingerings,” she also betrays her lineage (Russian 
or Franco-Belgian). 
 
Franco-Belgian School: the lineage that descends from Charles de Beriot and the later generation of 
players associated with the Paris Conservatoire. Pedagogically, the Franco-Belgian school favors the 
right hand (the bow) and horizontal rather than vertical fingerings. Among specialists, the Franco-
Belgian School is associated with feeling and affect rather than precision and clarity. 
 
Wilhelm Furtwängler: a German conductor famous for his interpretations of Beethoven. Because 
Furtwängler chose to stay in Germany following the Nazi’s rise to power, the conductor’s politics 
are often scrutinized. Though in point of fact, Furtwängler actively spoke out against the Reich and 
was responsible for the safe escape of many of his Jewish colleagues including then-concertmaster of 
the Berlin Philharmonic, Szymon Goldberg.   
 
Paul Hindemith: a twentieth century violist and composer. Hindemith responded to the paucity of 
viola repertoire by writing several sets of sonatas and a concerto for his instrument. He believed 
music should fulfill a utilitarian need and as such he wrote pedagogically appropriate solo pieces for 
every orchestral instrument (including, even, the tuba and euphonium). 
 
Arthur Honegger: a twentieth century composer and member of “Les Six” along with Francis 
Poulenc, Georges Auric, Darius Milhaud, Louis Durey, and Germaine Tailleferre. The overriding 
aesthetic of the group is one associated with simplicity and a post-war Dadaist absurd. 
 
Charles Ives: a twentieth century American composer and pasticheur.  
 
The Juilliard School: an iconic conservatory in New York City. 
 
July 16, 1945: “Americans exploded the first atomic bomb at Alamogordo, New Mexico, July 16, 
1945 at sunrise. Heat from the blast fused the surrounding desert sand to glass.”2 
 
Fritz Kreisler: a twentieth century violinist known for his singing style and use of “portamenti,” or, 
micro glissandi from the lower to the upper note meant to imitate the way a singer ascends in pitch. 
 
The Manhattan School of Music: a New York City conservatory generally considered an ugly step-
child to the Juilliard School. This attitude was amplified when MSM moved into the Juilliard 
School’s abandoned building. 
 
                                                   
2 Howe, Susan. Sorting Facts, Or, Nineteen Ways of Looking at Marker.,  2013. 44 
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Poem Symphonique pour 100 Metronomes: a semi-aleatoric composition by Gyorgy Ligeti. The premise is 
to arrange 100 old-style metronomes and listen to the poly-rhythmic patterns that emerge as the 
machines lose power. 
 
Prendergast Edition: the latest translation of Proust’s A la recherche. Released in 2002, each volume 
has a different translator and aspires to renew the three thousand page novel’s relevancy. 
 
Rank & File Player: an orchestral section player with almost no artistic independence. If the 
concertmaster is the office manager, the rank & file player is the cubicle-bound drone. 
 
Second Viennese School: a musical cohort comprised of Schoenberg and his students, Alban Berg 
and Anton Webern and tangentially related to Gustav Mahler, Karl Kraus, and various Secessionists. 
The group is known for their experiments in twelve-tone composition and radically egalitarian 
harmonies. 
 
Series/serial: a compositional technique developed by Arnold Schoenberg in 1922 designed to 
“emancipate the dissonance.” Schoenberg took issue with tonality, believing it to be a hierarchical 
system that represented the decadence of the long nineteenth century. His serial compositions are 
based on a non-tonal tone row which is then filtered and changed through set procedures (inverse, 
retrograde, etc). 
 
Jean Sibelius: a late-romantic Finnish composer. Sibelius was also an amateur violinist and some 
suspect that his violin concerto was written for the violinist he failed to become. 
 
Henryk Szeryng: a twentieth century violinist known for his infallible technique and profound 
alcoholism. His recording of the Sonatas and Partitas by J.S. Bach is considered the finest example of 
violin playing on record. While any baroque specialist would consider Szeryng’s rendering 
anachronistic and stylistically inappropriate, the playing is lauded by most performers for its 
muscular, unabashedly brutal approach to polyphonic passagework. 
 
Anton Webern: a twentieth century composer and, arguably, the most influential member of the 
Second Viennese School.  Many consider Webern, rather than Schoenberg, to have set the stage for 
the integral serialism and so-called “complexity music” of the mid to late twentieth century. 
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